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Delaware Community Meetings on the ESSA Plan Draft

• Topic: Comprehensive and Targeted Support and Improvement Schools

• Number of Participants: 16

• Location and Date: Newark, December 8, 2016

Question 1: Each state is required to determine if Title I schools meet the criteria for comprehensive

and targeted support and improvement status. Approximately, two-third of all schools are Title I.

Which of the following types of schools should the state consider for identification?

• Title I schools only

• Title I schools and Title I eligible schools only (Title I eligible schools meet the eligibility criteria but are
not served with Title I funds

• All schools

Number of Participants selecting Option

Title I schools only
Title I schools and

Title I eligible schools only
All schools

1 4 11

Benefits

-Most money concentrated,
more resources

-More dedicated resources to
schools that meet the criteria
and have the highest need

-More money to fewer schools

-Additional supports present-
e.g.: PD resources

-Know kids who need it

-Same needs just not 10 for
whatever reason. Reaching more.

-Would provide resources to
additional schools that aren’t
getting funds

-Helping more schools

-Close the gap with districts having
discretion over which schools are
funded-more money to more
schools

-Broadening resources and
support. Kids in that school need
support regardless.

-Piloting or modeling parent
training-ideas that could trickle
around

-Peer mentoring

-It is more fair. Pockets of kids in
great schools might be lost

-Kids in need

-One more school

-Pockets of poverty everywhere,
regardless of if there are more
Title I schools in a specific district

-You don’t leave schools out

-All schools required to have a plan
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Challenges

-Limiting people/kids reaching

-Assuming resources aren’t
needed in other schools

-If there are eligible schools
they won’t get the funds

-Whether it’s accessed or not,
the additional schools won’t
get any additional funding
(Title I schools typically get
additional grants on top of
Title I funds)

-Other schools are not getting
the money and resources
needed

-Still not reaching 1 school

-Does the district have the
capacity to support one more
school?

-By adding more schools, you
are decreasing each school’s
share. They have less money.

-Diluted resources

-Might take away money from
other schools but still fair to do
this option.

-Capacity?

-Struggling for different reasons?

-How to support?

-Strings to different buckets of
money

-Adding more schools decreases
each school’s share. Thy have less
money.

-Diluted resources

Question 2: When identifying schools for comprehensive support and improvement, should the State
consider?

• Lowest 5 percent of all schools, or

• Lowest 5 percent of schools by each grade span (elementary, middle and high)?

The question was not discussed at the meeting in Newark as new federal regulations issued just prior to the

meeting specified that the lowest five percent of all schools are to be considered.

Question 3: How should the state distribute Title I school improvement funds for schools identified
for Comprehensive Support and Improvement?

• Distribute to LEAs as a formula grant

• Distribute to LEAs through a competitive grant

• Hybrid of the two (ex., formula grant where every district with CSI schools receives a small floor of
funding, and other funding is contingent on quality of the plan, level of need, and commitment to change
from the school and LEA)
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Number of Participants selecting Option

Formula grant Competitive grant Hybrid of the two

2 0 14

Benefits

-Seems fair way to do/equal
way

-More money and more
students

-Money is guaranteed and
consistent. This would help
with planning.

-Equal, as its based on one
formula

-Less man power is needed
to determine how funds
should be distributed

-Fewer concerns with
capacity and expertise
(capacity and expertise are
needed to apply)

-Quality-equity. Every child
gets funded

-Could support gifted
students with more funds

-Helps schools see how
needs are similar and
different

-Analyze and reflect on
needs of the school

-Ownership required to
decide on model to fund

-Push to find time to write

-Generates good models

-Healthy, progressive ways
to meet needs

-We all do better when the
bar is raised

-If you have innovative
ideas, state interest could
provide funding.

-Accountability processes
could support
implementation of different
initiatives

-Smaller districts, due to
capacity, would have extra
funds

-You would be guaranteed
funding, but could also be
rewarded for innovation

-Can state needs and why
you need the money

-Can get more money

-Everyone gets something
regardless. Base-
distributes fairly

-Could support gifted
students with more funds,
identify subgroups that
would be a part of weighing
system

-Supporting an
accountability process

-Helps schools see how
needs are similar and
different

-Analyze and reflect on
needs of the school

-Ownership required to
decide on model to fund

-Push to find time to write

-Sounds about right,
creates skin in the game

-How will my model
programs, etc. improve

-Identifying the needs like
process of having to put
thought into what are our
needs?

-Creates accountability
from the start it seems

-Getting something with
the opportunity of getting
more if grant is well written
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Challenges

-Flat rate might not work
for schools-should be based
on the number of students
that are eligible for title I
funds

-Compliance oriented
because the plans look
similar when submitted year
to year

-Does not require an
analysis of needs

-Equal is not always
equitable

-No tension of
accountability

-Student count
changes/fluctuates-now not
really fair, not dynamic

-Not based upon needs

-Limits flexibility

Potentially is not needs
based-looking at
environment-community

-Some LEAs might apply better
than others, so unfair (the
capacity to write grants
competitively differs among
LEAs)

-Everyone does get something

-Just this-all have a need. May
not be able to identify this
without help

-Disadvantaged based on staff

-Pits schools against each other

-If no good accounting in place,
no monitoring of what
additional supplemental funds
are going toward

-Issues with inadequate
capacity may arise

-Capacity of the school to write
a good grant

-Twice the administrative
cost

-Base amount-we’re good!

-Don’t go for extravagant,
no time

-Missing out and not fully
funded

-Determine base amount?

-Subjectivity-could get
political

-Do they have the time and
capacity to do needs
sensing?

-Less money than the
formula potentially

-Some capacity issues-
schools writing a good
grant

- If no good accounting in place,
no monitoring of what
additional supplemental funds
are going toward. Same as in
competitive grants

Question 4: If a Comprehensive Support and Improvement School meets its exit criteria early (less
than 4 years), what should be the next step?

Next Steps # of Dots

Continue to support and submit proof that what was implemented is working 1

Continue to support and monitor, including prioritizing resources (phase out over time) 1

Continue to provide money forever by asking for more money from our general

assembly
3

Continue to support until sustainability plan is developed 4

Continue to support with private partnerships to fill in resource gaps and needs 3

Keep funding second year and monitor 2

Transition/sustainability plan before 4
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Require funding removed, annual check in: How are we spending to make long term

improvements?
0

How incentivize getting out of status-need to figure out how not to 0

Lose the tension between accountability/progress 0

We do not understand how the accountability system helps monitor 3

Sharing lessons learned with cohort and phase out of support 3

Turnover questions-motivates us to think about multiple years of compliance to

promote continuation of positive performance.
0

Within four years, change processes supports-professional development for teachers

and admin. (all staff)
0

Resource-based interventions 0

Since it takes many years to build trust with families and community, need to prolong

supports
0

Will require empowering families to be stakeholders in this change process 0

After school meets exit targets, we should continue funding supports for at least one

more year. Honor the school.
3

Ask schools to share what worked to other schools (positive reinforcement) 0

Follow up with schools who exited early about the strategies that facilitated their

meeting exit criteria (and give them the opportunity to share)
3

To promote sustainability, offer schools the opportunity to meet targets during a

second year. This would also prompt schools to continue implementing effective

strategies (and not necessarily strive for early exit)

4

Develop a step down procedure through which supports and monitoring would

incrementally diminish.
5

Question 5: If a school does not exit Comprehensive Support and Improvement status within 4 years,
what should be the next step?

Next Steps # of Dots

Mandatory mentor with successful school in similar situation 2

Study: consistently successful vs. underperforming: identify why (state helps with this) 5

Meet parents/partner with them 0

Blast out +/- 0

Incentive when done well (particular components: family/community engagement) 4

Support is not prescriptive-individualized for each school 0

Evaluation/needs assessment by broad number of state holders of why school hasn’t

met exit targets
5

Redefine punitive turnaround model to meet the needs of school (get away from same

model for everyone)
1

Redefine plan to identify what worked and what didn’t work. Look to other plans and

strategies that worked
1

Maintain district accountability (not switch to state takeover) 3

District funds need to match state funds to support resources (higher level of

investment and accountability)
3

Lower performing schools have mentor or partner higher performing schools

-Increasing rigor on this level
3
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Develop and implement accountability systems for state level officials and organizations

to determine how they monitored and provided support
1

Investigate the specific reasons for which schools did not meet criteria; differentiation is

necessary. If interventions/the plan should change, do so
3

Potentially, provide additional resources, or expand capacity in school 1

Facilitate reflections 0

Identify specific personnel that may be ineffective and either give them new roles or

the opportunity to transition out. Then, invest in more (effective) capacity.
2

Revisit and potentially modify targets 1

Differentiate approaches, such as by extending timelines 1


